Spatio temporal data clustering is challenge task. The result of clustering data are utilized to investigate the seismic parameters. Seismic parameters are used to describe the characteristics of earthquake behavior. One of the effective technique to study multidimensional spatio temporal data is visualization. But, visualization of multidimensional data is complicated problem. Because, this analysis consists of observed data cluster and seismic parameters. In this paper, we propose a visualization system, called as IES (Indonesia Earthquake System), for cluster analysis, spatio temporal analysis, and visualize the multidimensional data of seismic parameters. We analyze the cluster analysis by using automatic clustering, that consists of get optimal number of cluster and Hierarchical K-means clustering. We explore the visual cluster and multidimensional data in low dimensional space visualization. We made experiment with observed data, that consists of seismic data around Indonesian archipelago during 2004 to 2014.
INTRODUCTION
Earthquake is the event of the earth due to release of energy in the earth suddenly. It was caused by the sudden breaking a layer of rock or plate fracture in the earth's crust [1] . Indonesian archipelago is located in the world's three mega plates; they are Australian plate, Eurasian plate, and Pacific plate. The interaction between these plates, placed Indonesia as the territory that has high activity of volcanoes and seismic [2] .
The high seismic activity could be seen from the recording within the 
